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You have the POWER to create your future, and you will begin to discover for yourself that you already
hold within you all that you need to make the shift to your highest purpose, profit and potential.
Use this valuable YOUR SIGNATURE GENIUS! DISCOVERY GUIDE to step into your Singular GREATNESS now!
Welcome to Your ★ SIGNATURE GENIUS DISCOVERY GUIDE ★
YOU have a unique genius,
a SIGNATURE GENIUS, a Singular GREATNESS
within you.
No one else can share the singular mixture of gifts, talent, intelligence, intuition, perspective your unique light, your message, your contribution to the whole.
And because you're the only one who can share your SIGNATURE GENIUS ... in the unique way that only you can ...
if you don't share it, the world won't have it.
The fact is - if you've found your way here to this Guide you already know you're here for high purpose.
You're a Thought-Leader, a World-Changer - in an ever-changing, globally connected world.
Your mission is to discover your SIGNATURE GENIUS - your Singular GREATNESS to honor it, to take joy in it ...and share it with the world.
When you step into your GREATNESS, you step into your full joy, your full potential ...and you naturally EXCEL.
Your expression of your unique gifts is effortless and infused with joy.
You must FIRST find out what you are here to do - you must discover your SIGNATURE GENIUS - in order to experience
SUCCESS, Abundance & Profitability at the level WORTHY of you, and worthy of your one-of-a-kind contribution.
Moreover, EVERYTHING you do - your work(s), your life, your potential - flows from WHO YOU ARE from your unique identity, your essence, your artistry - your life contribution - your LEGACY.
Are YOU expressing your work(s) from this highest level of value?
★ PART ONE: SIGNATURE GENIUS DISCOVERY GUIDE - CORE QUESTIONS/VISION & EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES ★
So, let's get started - and give you some invaluable guidance! [Feel free to use this GUIDE with extra paper or a notebook.]

 ASK Yourself:
What is your SIGNATURE GENIUS - what are YOUR Superpowers?
(Hint: If you really think about it, you'll probably realize you possess more than one.)

Really, take a moment. Think about it.

● What did you come into this world to do? What is YOUR artistry? YOUR Singular Greatness? What are your unique

gifts, talents, areas of experience & expertise, ways you shine in expressing your gifts, how love flows through you?

Here's the PIVOTAL TRUTH:
You ALREADY are creating your life through the CHOICES you make and the creative expressions you share.
THE ONLY QUESTION IS ... Are YOU creating your life CONSCIOUSLY - or unconsciously?
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SIGNATURE GENIUS DISCOVERY GUIDE
 EXPLORE

● What did you love to do as child? What did you imagine you "be" when you "grew up" ...

Allow yourself to dwell in the creative, miraculous realm of your childlike mind for 5 minutes ...
What gifts, joys or dreams have you forgotten that are worth bringing into your life today?

● Recognize what you truly are passionate about (not just what you are "good at doing") ...

What activities give you energy the more you spend time engaged in them? ... What do you find yourself so immersed
in that you "lose time" (this deep engagement is often called "flow" by both creativity experts and by elite athletes)

● Ask trusted friends, current and former colleagues, fellow community leaders what they see as your greatest

strengths ... What actions and ideas do others often compliment you on, and think is astounding in you? ...
How much time and attention do you allow to honor and cultivate your powers, purpose and true potential?
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● In what area(s) would you MOST like to Shift your Life and Work to the Next Level?

● Share what you consider the Most Challenging obstacle(s) you may encounter as you Leap to the Next Level?

 EXPAND

● Think Beyond Your Current Position ... to your highest desired job or level of business or work success ... to what level

of power and accomplishment do you wish to ascend? Vividly imagine what true success looks and feels like for you.
How quickly do you want to get there? How can you accelerate your success - and achieve it on your own terms?

● Seek the Highest - Think beyond just your job or work position, and imagine what singular leadership you might bring
to your community ... take time now to envision your ultimate life contribution.
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★ PART TWO: SIGNATURE GENIUS DISCOVERY GUIDE – ORIGIN STORY & VOICE/CORE MESSAGE EXPLORATION ★

 CAPTURE Your Story - Your life and career paths are like a series of ever-rising "Story Arcs" in an expanding spiral
of accomplishment - and you're writing your own heroic life story (whether you realize it consciously or not) ...
You will use your “SPIRAL OF SUCCESS” DREAMSHEET to begin to map your life "arcs" one or two steps beyond your
current work and community contributions.
Every visionary has an “origin story” – the story arc that encompasses the core transformation in your life – that tells
where you came from, what obstacles you’ve overcome, what wisdom you gathered along the way, and what enabled
you to become the person you are today.
> Capture the key milestones in your own “origin story – in brief outline form – below.
As you do, you will see how your limitations and failures actually become your most valuable assets (“your mess becomes
your message”) – because it is in your transformation that the greatest value you bring lies – not only in your inspirational
story (because that enables others not only to connect with you, but also to believe transformation is possible for them,
too), but in the core message, concepts and sequence of change (your signature system) that emerges out of your
transformation. Your transformation has power – and gives you authority – because you EMBODY that change.

What specific perceived “limitations” or “failures can you now use as assets? (to demonstrate your transformation)
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CORE MESSAGE ELEMENTS – If there was one core message or truth you want the world to know,
what would it be? * Advanced/Optional.
> Capture the key ideas and concept in your own “core message” – in brief outline form – below.
[Note: You may also wish to use sticky notes for this Exploration – capturing one idea per note – and adding them to a
large sheet of paper or flip chart in a MindMap form (see GENESIS OF GENIUS for more on using MindMaps).
There are many advantages to using a spatial format – where you can move your concepts and ideas around, and begin
to identify relationships and patterns among them (which is why we use this approachin the POWER ARC Fast-Track
Transformation Series and POWER ARC Live, do much more deep exploration and mapping around your Core or
“Signature” Message) – as it not only engages your “right-brain” spatial abilities and thus supports and sparks your “rightbrain” creative abilities, but it also enables you to begin to see the master themes that emerge out of your Core Message
MindMap).
This process will give you a powerful start on capturing your own Core/Signature Message.
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 SIGNATURE MASTER MESSAGE THEMES – After you have captured your key ideas and concepts around your
core message* – 1) look for key patterns and main themes to emerge (usually 3-5-7 primary themes/points), and 2) begin
to capture the following for each primary theme: stories (yours or others’/clients’; key questions, activities, tools or
techniques that enable others to explore or experience this theme; steps and/or sequences you use to transform in this
area (or to guide others to transform). * Advanced/Optional.

★ PART THREE: SIGNATURE GENIUS DISCOVERY GUIDE – VALUE & STYLE EXPLORATION ★

 SIGNATURE TRANSFORMATIONS – RESULTS & OUTCOMES

– Begin to capture the key transformations –
actual, tangible results or outcomes – you have experienced yourself, or have guided (this can be informally, with family,
friends and colleagues, or with clients, teams or groups). While you will want to capture psychological and emotional
transformations (such as greater peace or confidence) – try to capture as specific and tangible outcomes, as well what tangible changes resulted in this person’s life, work or relationships – based on your guidance and contribution?

We will be incorporating your these key transformations during the Golden Value Formula Sessions – as you will see,
these are key to identifying, articulating and packaging the unique VALUE you offer through your gifts and genius,
so that you may receive the level of compensation worthy of the high level of VALUE you uniquely provide.
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SIGNATURE STYLE – What are your favorite and best ways of expressing and sharing your gifts, genius and
message? Please list ALL of them, in order of preference, below (these may include anything from speaking, writing,
facilitating, hosting events/experiences … to movement, leading meditations, sharing spoken word/poetry, and more.)
We will be incorporating your key strengths and preferred style(s) of expression when we begin to match and map
out your primary creations/work(s) and income streams.
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